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Honours Boards

Acrylic Honours Boards
Our acrylic honours boards offer a contemporary and cost-effective alternative to traditional timber boards and are
available in a wide range of sizes and shapes, broadly equivalent to their timber counterparts. All can be specified in
clear or green-tinted glass-effect acrylic and for locations where the wall surface behind the board is less than perfect
we also offer a “frosted” version. Boards are supplied complete with chrome-finished “stand-offs” for wall-mounting.
Designing your board
Designing the layout of an honours
board is often seen as a daunting task
which is why we have put together our
comprehensive Design Guide to offer you
a structured way through the maze. We
also provide layout proofs for all projects,
ensuring that you have the chance to
check, amend and approve things prior to
us commencing production.
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Keeping it up to date
All our acrylic honours boards use computer-cut vinyl text which
means that updates can be posted out to you (usually within a few
days) for you to apply on site. This means that there is no need
to return boards to us, with all the inherent risks and costs, and
also that you are never without the board. Our meticulous record
keeping means that you can rely upon receiving updates which
are consistent with previous inscriptions in terms of font, size,
spacing and colour, thus removing the biggest problem of ongoing
maintenance at a stroke.
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